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Introduction 
 

 

          4.68% 
 Percentage of  millennials have already invested in crypto by the end of 2018 

   
 

            Game Profits is the first centralized gaming network to deploy blockchain technology 
alongside a first of its kind “fair play API” that enforces the attributes of characters,currencies 
and game items across all games published on the network. This technology ensures fair 
value and fair play using these game assets across all games on the network. This essential 
to thriving gaming economy. 
 
            Games To End All Games Inc. was created and in the following 24 months, founding 
computer scientist Jeremy Fabiano invested over 10000 hours into designing and 
developing the gaming platform with Smart Data Enterprises in India. Overcoming huge 
technological issues along the way and challenging the development team to create a 
solution that required a completely new way of thinking, the gaming platform was completed 
for beta  in early July 2019. 

Business Launch 
 
We are now launching phase 2 of this incredible business by developing a unique range of 
games to make Game Profits the world's leading gaming platform. These 'games to end all 
games' are developed and customised by our game studios in New York working in 
association with Unity games and Smart Data Enterprises in India. 
 
Game profits will become the go-to solution for creating world-class interactive and 
immersive real-time experiences that bring games to life. Our technology is state of the art 
and we are the first to market this new blockchain  technology. Many others will try to imitate 
Game Profits however, there is only one first to market. 
 

 Ichoronium 
 
To fund the next phase of expansion, we have created Ichoronium, a new cryptocurrency 
that will become the central payment engine for our blockchain platform. 
 
Ichoronium is raising investment monies through the sale of its premium exchange 
membership and sale of securities.  
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Time Limited Opportunity & Limited Number 
 
This is an amazing time-limited opportunity to become involved at the pre-launch phase of a 
new and exciting cryptocurrency. You can now purchase Ichoronium Coins and become 
involved in this global hypergrowth business. 
 
You can also become a premium exchange member where you will have access to our 
exchange and the ability to make commissions on your network underneath you. Only 
70,000 of these memberships will be sold to handle the exchanging of assets amongst 
millions of users.  
 
Get started now with the purchase of one or more Ichoronium Coins or the premium 
exchange membership.  
 
This opportunity will create investment monies to develop world leading games that will drive 
game users into a new platform that financially rewards them for playing the games. 
 
Most people are intimidated by cryptocurrencies, but this is the very reason why you should 
be getting involved. Taking the first step earlier than the masses will give you an edge, both 
in terms of potential gains and experience. 

 

Highest Returns 
The cryptocurrency space moves at light speed and keeps growing every day. This 
accumulated drive has resulted in one of the highest returns on investment ever witnessed 
across multiple industries. The cryptocurrency space has boomed and has convinced even 
the most sceptical buyers to join in.  
 
This is NOT an Initial Coin Offering (ICO).  
 

Value of Investment  
Today, the value of your Ichoronium purchase will be driven by the two fastest growing 
sectors in the blockchain economy - crypto and online gaming. When people purchase 
Ichoronium, the funds are invested into game development and integrating Ichoronium as 
the payment engine and character and game item economy.. 
 
As Ichoronium popularity grows and coin values increase, further investment is made into 
game development. 
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Timing 
Timing is everything in business and the same applies to investment. Take Bitcoin for 
example. If you had invested just $100 in July 2010 when it launched at $0.008 per coin, 
today, it would be worth a staggering $73,700,000*. So, getting involved right at the 
beginning will give you the greatest return on investment. 
 
*Source Wikipedia. 
Based on current value of $5,897 per coin@ May 7'h 2019. 
 

The Games 
As more games get developed and released on the gaming platform, more users register 
and play our games. Game use creates exponential growth of in-game purchases and asset 
exchanges and as generates operational profit and drives up the value of the coin. 
 

Stability 
Ichoronium provides stability against other cryptocurrencies. People will always play games 
forever and ever. This is one thing you can count on.  
 

Future Value 
On Launch, all coins will be released on an Ichornium exchange to create the biggest 
gaming crypto payment system in the world. You are then free to trade your coins , games 
assets and characters and start realizing profits or simply keep them in your crypto wallet 
and watch them continue to grow in value. 
 

Spread the Word!  
 
We've created an affiliate program to directly reward users  for promoting the Ichoronium 
opportunity. 
 
By referring others to our website using your personalised URL, when someone joins our 
network and purchases Ichoronium Coins,  games assets or premium memberships we 
reward you with a referral bonuses.  If someone you introduced goes on to do the same, we 
will reward you with a further down 5 levels. There is no limit to the number of people you 
can introduce 
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The Online Gaming Industry   

$135Bn 
The amount spent paying to play online games in 2018 

 
 

Digital Savvy Millennials 
 
The online gaming industry is growing at an exponential rate driven by digital savvy 
millennials or so-called Generation X. 
 
To put this into perspective, market analysts Newzoo reported that by the end of 2018, 
online game players spent an estimated $135bn on paying to play games or purchasing 
in-game assets. 
 
This sector is further predicted to grow by 13.3% year on year to 2022 with blockchain based 
gaming seeing the largest growth. 
 
This unprecedented growth has created an unparalleled opportunity for entrepreneurs and 
investors to quickly grab a share of this marketplace where billions of dollars in profit are 
being generated by this disruptive technology. 
 

A Gaming First 
Game Profits is the first centralized gaming network to deploy blockchain technology 
alongside a first of its kind "fair play API" that enforces the attributes of characters, 
currencies and game items across all games published on the network. This technology 
ensures fair value and fair play using these game assets across all games on the network 
and is an essential component to a thriving gaming economy. 
 
Game Profits is the first gaming network to mint gaming currency with face value and 
distribute it to its user base through free game play. Game Profits utilizes Ethereum 
technology and privately controls its own Ethereum blockchains for the network and its 
gaming and trading partners. 
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Network Features 
 

● Unlimited Blockchain Integration  (Industry 1st) No Fee Game Network 
● Bitcoin & Ethereum Ready 
● Network Financial Model 
● Free Trade Market Model 
● Profit Driven Game Categorization Structure (PDGCS) 
● Game Asset Creation Machine 
● Duel Database/Blockchain stamping for transaction tracking which allows us to 

process the transactions securely off-line from the network. Highest levels of security 
ensure none of the account keys are on a public server providing maximum 
protection against hackers. We also utilise fraud detection software to look for 
unusual transactions before running transactions through the real wallet. (Industry 
1st) 

● Dynamic Crypto Exchange 
● Node.js Backend API for blockchain transactions 
● Affiliate MLM programme with commission tracking and reporting (Industry 1st) 
● Esports Gaming Hall for multiplayer gaming and cryptocurrency competitions 
● Dual Monitor Game Hall to stream live and keep in touch with online friends while 

paying online! (Industry First) 
● In game Smart Contracts and Dapps 
● Desktop, Mobile, Web Wallets 
● Independent Game Ownership and Backend Game Management (Industry 1st) 
● Terms and Conditions Enforced Network Wide for Fair Value and Fair Play 
● Cross All Platforms All Game Engines 
● Wiki Game Guides and API Guides Videos and Support Site 
● Market Board Trackers with live network\ 
● Can “Certify Game Profits” any game on any platform with any technology or engine. 
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Games 
 
 

    2.3Bn 
There are more than 2.3 billion active gamers in the world this year, of which 46%, or 

1.1 billion, spend money on games. 
 

Free to Play Games / Paid To Play Video Games 
 
We are adding several popular games to the platform that will allow us to open-up the 
platform to gaming professionals in order to undertake real-time testing of our systems, 
processes, and Pay4Play games in preparation for our global public launch. 
 
Registration to become an official game and platform tester earning free crypto opens on 
09.01.2019. 
 
Example games :  
 

Oakz Mining 
Oakz Mining players mine for Oakz tokens, buy in-game items and exchange tickets for the 
opportunity to earn crypto and other prizes. You can also purchase premium mining 
contracts and mine for Oakz tokens which can be exchanged for gold and gamecash. 
If players don’t want to spend money on initial game cash, they can play oakz mining and 
earn enough gold daily to exchange for game cash and go play games, earn and develop 
charterers, and get paid for free. This is all made possible by static and dynamic advertising 
and revenues from game asset sales.  
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Zombie Shooter 
Zombie Shooter is a simple 2d shooter game where you purchase guns and ammo to 
complete levels by shooting zombies. Please earn returns on their game cash in gold 
depending on how well they play the game.  
 
High Scores in Zombie Shooter will help increase a selected characters accuracy.  

Hopper 
A new spin on a classic frog game! Dodge arrows, jump over logs and collect golden money 
coins. Players earn higher return amounts for better play.  
 
High Scores in Hopper  will help increase a selected characters speed.  

Zig Zag  
 Zig Zag is a simple forever driving game where players deposit game cash to drive their 
favorite bus forever earning game rewards in this easy to use free fun game! 
 
High Scores in Zig Zag  will help increase a selected characters agility.  

Cryptris 
Cryptris is a new spin on a classic game for matching lines! Play with game cash and earn 
rewards for simply completing lines. 
 
High Scores in Cryptris will help increase a selected characters Intelligence.  

Family Hero 
Play the most addictive bubble pop game for FREE and help raccoon mummy to save its 
babies. In this good old version you need to aim & shoot, to drop & burst all the bubbles. 
 
High Scores in Family Hero will help increase a selected characters charisma.  
 

Gold Jump 
Gold Jump can be played with one finger on your mobile or tablet and with one click of a 
mouse on a pc or your web browser. Simply keep away game obstacles to avoid dying. 
 
High Scores in gold jump will help increase a selected characters drive.  
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Paid To Play 
Game profits is revolutionizing the online gaming industry. All games are Paid To Play and 
game users earn tickets for completing in-game activities and achievements and by 
encouraging other gamers to join and earning commissions. Game assets and characters 
are purchased and exchanged using cryptocurrency. 
 
All in-game assets are cryptocurrency tokens. That's right! Guns, Ammo Gold and over 100 
unique gaming assets will now become traded commodities on Game Profits  Financial 
networks. 

Proprietary Technology 
Our proprietary technology allows game owners to create, manufacture, give-away or sell 
their own in-game assets such as guns, swords, shields, capes and anything else that the 
imagination can conjure. With the constant engagement and circulation of game assets, it 
keeps users on the platform continually rewarding them with cryptocurrency for game 
achievements. 

Character Development 
Game owners can also allow character development byits game users, according to our 
universal character and game item attribute system. This system is secured by dual 
blockchain technology, reinforcing security across the network. In simple terms, it means that 
gamers no longer lose all the hard work, time and money they put into their games, when the 
current trend changes. 
 
Characters and game items are stored securely in their wallets and can be used across the 
games network and become valuable monetary assets. So, when a games' online halls go 
dead, which is practically inevitable for every games life cycle, these characters and assets 
and not lost, but move with the gamer throughout the network  and his or her gaming career 
creating a real monetary community. 

Game Assets 
The ability to move assets is vastly important to game owners and creates an active 
economy whereby game items become popular and rare, intrinsically rising in value. Gamers 
love this model and our user base will grow as a result. 
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Game Profits assets and data are backed by a proprietary dual blockchain technology. This 
ensures the online platform and public facing database is stamped and tracked by one 
blockchain and our accounts, cryptocurrency, account keys and anti-fraud measures are 
tracked by another blockchain, different from our platform. 
 
For our users and customers this means that in the unlikely but eventual event a hacker gets 
access to platform, they will find  an "empty safe", with no available keys. Potential damage 
can then easily be reversed with the click of "restore backup". All transactions are reviewed 
for fraud and processed on secure proprietary devices not on the Game Profits Network. 

The Financial Model 
 

      $70.3Bn 
In 2018, mobile games generated $70.SBn of income. 

 

Revenue Channels 
Game Profits has developed an extensive revenue model to create multiple streams of 
income. These range from in game assets, character creation, asset exchanges and 
in-game advertising both static and dynamic advertising. Income is reinvested into the gamer 
base and drives the value of the coin upwards. 
 
 

In-Game Advertising 
The rise of video across the gaming landscape has also reset the conventions of what ads 
mean to games, as well as the potential inherent in bolstering games' maximum revenues. In 
the mobile view-to-play era, game advertising is intrinsically linked with a new backdrop for 
game design and distribution. 
 
Game Profits will integrate 3 different types of advertising within our games each type 
designed to maximize advertising revenue. 

Dynamic In-Game Advertising (DIGA) 
The latest, and by far the most popular type of in-game advertising, DIGA allows media 
buyers to purchase real-time and geo-targeting capable advertising inside of video 
games. The adverts appear inside a 3D game environment, on virtual objects such as 
billboards, posters, and bus stops - all of which are objects that you'd expect to see in a 
realistic sports or urban environment video game. 
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Ad networks deliver dynamic real-time in-game ads using an ad server, in the same way that 
banner ads are served on websites and blogs. This technology allows the ads to be placed 
throughout our games generating a recurring revenue stream. 
 

 

Static In-Game Advertising 
Static in-game advertising takes the form of product placement inside of console, PC, and 
mobile video games. The advertisements are planned and integrated into our video games 
during the design and development stage, and therefore allow for customized integration. 

Advergames 
Combining the words "advertising" and "gaming" go well beyond just in-game advertising. In 
short, it's a custom build video games with a sole purpose of promoting a brand or product. 
 
Advergames can be played on just about platform and range from a fully functional 3D game 
to a simple browser based mini game,educational games and the like.  
 
Our signature games collection will have no static advertisements. These are games where 
players have the ability to complete online gaming tournaments  and esports and high 
revenue streams will be generated by these types of games.  

In-Game Assets 
Most games require in-game assets such as guns, ammo, shields etc., to enable the user to 
progress through and complete each level of a game. Each asset has a fixed or dynamic 
value attached to it and is purchased within the game as required. The purchase is 
transacted using crypto and deducted from the gamers balance. 

 

Custom Game Characters  
 
Within a selection of games, game users have the ability to create custom game characters. 
These are generated according to our universal character and game item attribute system. 
 
They can be based on many attributes including power, strength and speed and accuracy 
and value as games are played. 
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These characters are all minted, developed and tracked on a blockchain and are 
transferable between users and games.  
 
These characters can be sold or traded on our game exchange platform using 
cryptocurrency. These characters all are sold at level one and must be trained through our 
advergames and sold on open market. Characters can be used by gamers to play single 
player games or esports , but can also be purchased by game owners to be used as 
enemies or  level bosses.  
 
Each time an exchange takes place, income is generated for the gamer and the platform. 
 
Our system is secured by dual blockchain technology, reinforcing security across the 
network. In simple terms, it means that gamers no longer lose all the hard work, time and 
money they put into their games, when the current trend changes. 
 
Characters and game items are stored securely in their wallets and can be used across the 
games network which become valuable monetary assets. So, when a games' online halls go 
dead, which is practically inevitable during a games' life cycle, these characters and assets 
and not lost, but move with the gamer throughout the network creating a real monetary 
community. 
 
This ability to move assets is vastly important to game owners and creates an active 
economy whereby game items become popular and rare, intrinsically rising in value. Gamers 
love this model and our user base will grow as a result. 
 
Rewarding Game Users To join a game, a user converts traditional currency into Ichoronium 
Coins using our cryptocurrency user exchange and the coins are placed into a secure wallet.  
 
Ichoronium Coins can then be converted into the relevant game currency or token of choice. 
These currencies or tokens are mined or earned when playing the games and converted into 
tickets. 
 

Single-Player Games 12 
Single player games follow the rules and rates set by the game network owners. Users can 
lose crypto for poor performance, such as dying and not reaching higher levels, or using 
characters that are not strong enough to play the game on all the levels. 
 
Example single user games include: 
 
Mario Brothers 
Donkey Kong 
Zelda 
Contra 
Final Fantasy 
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Multi-Player  Signature Collection Games  
 
Multi-user games incur a game fee for playing games. They allow game users to challenge 
and play other gamers and get rewarded for winning the game. 
 
Different levels of Paid To Play fees can be set depending on the number of users and 
complexity of the game. 
 
For example, if a game charges $5 to play and there are 8 players in the game, the value of 
the winner's pot is $40. But we are doing this on a micor scale using pennies dimes nickels 
and quaters. This is how the economy is set.  This is accredited to the game winner's wallet 
less the standard administration charge. This can then be converted by the game user into 
fiat currency. 
 
Platinum game users who complete an additional verification process are able to create their 
own 'invitation-only' games or tournaments setting their own game entrance fees in line with 
our fair play terms and conditions. 
 
Example multi-user games include: 
 
Fortnight 
Grand Theft Auto 
Counter Strike 
Dota 2 
Age Of Empires 
Steel Ocean 
Street Fighter/ Mortal Combat 
 
Any of these games could be “Certified Game Profits” and published on our network.  
 
Multi-player games combine the single player experience into an online gaming money 
making machine. Players can play to compete in tournaments or battle royals and ad 
revenue, in game purchases and exchanges increase as more games are played. 

Revenue Share Programs 
 
The Game Profits platform offers other studios a comprehensive revenue share program for 
introducing their gaming network to Game Profits. The percentage of the revenue share is 
dependent on the size of their network and the number of game users who join and are Paid 
To Play. 
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Custom Development 
 
The Ichoronium Group also work with game studios, investors and entrepreneurs on board 
games to the network to  generate income through advertising, cryptocurrency, and 
merchandising. 
 
 
 
 

Platform Benefits for the Gaming Community 
 
Extensive benefits are gained by utilizing a decentralized platform and the supporting 
frameworks. 
 

● Gamify your website and mobile community with custom Ichoronium Coins 
● Increase user participation and contribution on forums and social networking walls. 
● Automate rewards and setup a variety of condition-based triggers. 
● Tie-in your community rewards with in-game goods on servers or games. Benefits for 

Game Publishers/ Content Creators 
● Create new tokens to represent game currencies, game items, or privileges. 
● Create and manage game goods programmatically or via an app. 
● Create time limited or subscription-based game goods. 
● Mint non-fungible items or special edition items. 
● Setup a game goods store. 
● Run a decentralized payment gateway with no middle-man. 
● Transparent transactions. Setup reports and commission systems. 
● No fraud, chargebacks, or cancellations. 
● Minimal fees for blockchain transactions and no commission fees. 
● Open-source suite of APis and SDKs for every popular platform and engine. 
● Smart wallets that facilitate easy automatic payments from users. 
● Easily setup a site and mobile community with full game goods integration. Benefits 

for Gamers 
● Buy & sell items with no risk of fraud. 
● Trade between gaming items from different games using Bancor for liquidity 8 
● Take your currency with you across any community or game and retain value. 
● Own valuable currency and rare items that can never be taken away. 
● Use Game Profits marketplace and social network to find and trade game items. 
● Earn Game Profits coins playing games. 
● Convert custom game goods directly back to Game Profits Coins and retain value. 
● Earn coins by participating in communities and posting on forums. 
● Buy in-game items on thousands of game servers and games that support ENJ. 
● Prove ownership of items by showing them off in website widgets. 
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High Fees and Slow Transactions  
Game publishers and communities rely on third-party platforms to process game goods 
transactions. Gamers encounter slowness, opaque fund flow, and high transaction fees Lack 
of True Ownership & Rarity Game Items are, in-essence, licensed to the gamer and are 
often only available for use on their proprietary platforms. At times they can be manipulated, 
lost, or taken back with little recourse for the user. Genuine transparency is missing. Game 
Profits solves this challenge by providing a platform for game owners and players where all 
the crypto transactions are fee free and the transaction time where the crypto is available for 
your use is instant 

Locked in and Centralized 
Digital items and currencies are usually locked to a single game and not transferable. 
Trading items outside of the game environment is cumbersome and difficult. If a player gets 
banned, they can lose all of their items and currency. Game Profits solves this challenge by 
having strict publishing rules with its 3rd party games making sure every one uses the game 
profits “Fair Vaue Fair Play API” making sure all game items are usable and transferable to 
all games. 
 

No open standards  
There are currently no widely-accepted standards for decentralized currencies and assets in 
games. The user experience is often an afterthought, so users don't know what to expect. 
Game Profits solves this challenge by providing the “Fair Value Fair Play” ensuring all 
players and game owners are on a level playing field 
 

Expensive & time-consuming  
Developing a platform for managing game goods is time-consuming and costly. The 
complexity of managing a game economy on proprietary infrastructure delays time to market. 
Security concerns introduce a further set of difficulties. Lack of value gamification Value 
based gamification features are lacking in content management systems and forum 
software. Users do not get rewarded in real world value for participation or contribution. 
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Join The Movement 
 

$100 
Invested into Bitcoin in July 2010 would now be worth a staggering $73,700,000. 

Making Waves 
We're slowly moving towards a utopian society where the economy is totally decentralized, 
and people use cryptocurrency instead of fiat currency. Whether you like it or not, the crypto 
community continues making waves and is gathering enthusiasts all over the world from 
every aspect of society. 
 
Just imagine if you had the opportunity to invest some money when some of the biggest 
names on the internet started. Google, Facebook, Amazon, eBay and Alibaba are just a few 
of the names that come to mind. 
 
It was the perfect opportunity to acquire a vast amount of wealth and more importantly 
bragging rights. These bragging rights were only exclusive to the early investors and backers 
of this technology which served as their lifestyle legacy. That same opportunity is once again 
before you. 
 
How many claim the future bragging rights of being amongst the first that took part in the 
development of a new cryptocurrency and blockchain company whilst becoming rich along 
the way, is a combination that only a relatively small few will experience. 
 

Unique Position  
Ichoronium will become the de facto payment provider for all crypto transactions on the 
Game Profits platform. Powering billions of micro transactions from game play, game fees 
and subscriptions, the value of the coin will rapidly increase providing coin buyers and early 
adopters a rapid return on investment. Furthermore, predicted future values will see the coin 
become one of the most used and profitable cryptocurrencies on the market when it officially 
launches on 10.10.2020. 
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Game Profits is a fully scalable platform with the capability to manage millions of 
simultaneous game users and thousands of different games. Games can be played via 
internet browsers or downloaded to play on desktop, 
 
Android and IOS. Billions of micro records are recorded on the blockchain each day 
providing indelible proof of each gamer's achievement and rewards. 

 

Network Purpose  

MCBI  - Mars Colonization Blockchain Initiative  
The Mars Colonization Blockchain Initiative founder Jeremy Fabiano  is setting ownership of 
30% of Games To End All Games Inc. and  all minted coins on the Ichoronium blockchains 
to Fabiano Space Explorations Inc.  
 
Each rocket , ship , satellite , habitat, robots, piece of equipment , supplies , space port fees 
and any other costs associated with the initial missions will be tokenized across the 
Ichoronium  blockchain network under a special solidity contract. 
  
The MCBI tokens are transferred along with the face value cryptocurrency for cash out by 
FSE Inc for activation of the mission plans once funded. Funding will come from selling 
ichoronium FSE’s ichoronium holdings when it hits certain price points, also donations on the 
contracts will be collected from the gaming network , There will also be a MCBI fee (2%) 
placed on all transactions. 50 billion dollars will be raised for the initial missions. It is our 
estimate it will take 5 missions to establish the first colony.  
 
Every Gamer. With Each Win, With Each Loss, With Each Cash Out  
Every Owner. With every game published, Every Round Served  
Every Trader. With every lot of guns moved, and every coin passed out  
Every Advertiser. With every character looked at , and video watched 
 
We push the value of our coins higher. Will be supporting putting not just a Man on the 
surface of Mars, but a colony.  
 
A centralised platform to manage distribute and trade item ownership. The first scalable, 
centralized , secure and fair gaming cryptocurrency solution , Game Profits Networks can 
scale and handle millions of users today here and on earth and possibly millions of users in 
the future on mars. Using the gaming platform as a conduit to transfer transaction volume 
across the many blockchains provides a scalable reliable and interplanetary solution for 
finance for a miliena to come ! If there is one thing that's certain is that people will still be 
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playing games 1000 years for now and could very well be using all the same assets we 
create today 
 
It is an indisputable fact that all the rockets , technology and equipment is available for 
purchase to complete this mission within a 50 billion dollar budget.  
 
 
 

Mission 
 
 1. To land a team of 100 humans on the planet mars within 7 years to build a colony 
capable of sustaining 1000 humans.  
 
2. To build and provide housing and life support systems to governments and private 
research institutions for the further development of human exploration in the Galaxy. 
 
3. To provide research facilities for sponsored researchers to work.  
 
4. To provide safe facilities for tourism and entertainment.  
 

Financing  
            It’s a simple work of mathematics to realize if we put 5 million  gamers on a 
blockchain Ichoronium will make bitcoin and ethereum look like monopoly money.  
 

1. When Ichoronium Coin hits  somewhere between 7,000USD and 10,000USD it is at 
that hostrcial point FSE Inc. will start liquidating its coin holdens to fund mission plans 
to create a colony on the planet Mars. (70% of funding)  

2. All Rockets , equipment, spaceships and vehicles port and launch fees and support 
systems will be tokenized as per the mission plans and set by the mission director for 
purchase on the ichoronium blockchain. The Idea is all gamers in the game network 
provide a portion of the freely given face cash value crypto currency , voluntarily, to 
deposit into these token contracts to purchase these tokens and fund the mission . 
(15% of funding)  

3. Private financing through traditional securities sales in space colonization company. . 
(5%)  

4. Investment in goods, equipment and every day items, on the Ichoronium blockchain 
for transport and resale via the blockchain on the planet mars. (5%)  

 
Rise of the gamers plans to fund a mission that will ultimately guarantee the human species 
life beyond this planet and its constraints. Everything we have ever played and dreamed of 
as gamers. “ We’re gaming for the future”  
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Gaming For The Future 
A currency is only as valuable as the people willing to trade it. So if we can achieve 
5,000,000 active daily users on a blockchain for gaming , The combination of the liquidation 
of FSE’s coin assets along with donations from the Game Profits Community and a small 
portion of private investment this mission is not only well within grasp but create a profitable 
space exploration company. “We’re gaming for the future ! “ 
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